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Paladian Data CaptiveSAN allows for unrivaled performance, consolidation, and TCO when it comes to Big 
and Fast Data. Organisations can now ingest more, keep it all available for query for meaningful periods, 
and do it all in real time.
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The Challenge
The performance challenge organisations face with 
storage and compute almost always comes down 
to latency, latency within both the storage and 
networking layers. Paladian Data removes both.

ThThe industry experts, data scientists, and users of 
big data are telling everyone that big data can’t move 
forward or deliver a positive ROI until the latency in 
storage has been removed.

MosMost enterprise storage solutions have in-built 
functionality, such as snapshots and replication.  
These are not needed for big data analytics, and 
just add latency.

ImitatinImitating the human brain in the processing of data 
and the creation of patterns utilised in decision 
making processes requires compute and storage 
platforms with near zero-latency. The collection 
and assimilation of Big Data has exploded during 
the pursuit of building Deep Neural Networks. The 
processing and analysis of that Big Data is where 
ththe current challenges lie with technology.

When it comes to BI and analytics using industry 
wide applications such as Splunk and Hadoop, 
traditional storage systems do not have the 
performance levels for data ingestion, indexing or 
analysis.

Paladian Data’s patented technology removes the 
legacy storage and networking complexities, and 
along with them, all of the application starving 
latency inherent within. 

Overview of Paladian Data
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Splunk:
In independent testing, a single CaptiveSAN™ Splunk
Appliance indexer averaged 1.4TB - 2.7TB of sustained 
ingest per day while running Splunk ES (most platforms 
ingest a maximum of 35-100GB per indexer per day3.

• 100 X plus performance increase on search queries
• • 33 X plus performance increases on ingest rates
• Up to 93% reduction in hardware infrastructure

Hadoop:
True linear scaling into thousands of drives, billions
of IOPS, and nearly unlimited bandwidth by today’s
standards.

• 9 X faster reads than other SSD Flash base solutions
• • 3 X times faster writes 40% less servers and 50% less
   data node

Here are some examples of the dramatic levels of performance increase experienced 
using Paladian Data CaptiveSAN™ with analytic, and AI platforms:

Machine Learning and AI
Enable Deeper Learning Than Ever Before With Faster Access to More Data.
Systems and storage platforms simply cannot manipulate the data fast enough to enable real time decision 
making for Artificial Intelligence. 

The ADS1000 CaptiveSAN™ removes the IO blocking infrastructure (storage and networking controllers and 
protocols) that have been impeding upon performance demands for decades. 

WitWith an unheard of 1.5-2.7 μs of added latency, the ADS1000 enables Machine Learning and AI applications by 
creating a storage network that simply acts and appears as server captive flash. Petabytes of server captive flash.
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Why Bell
Whether you need an experienced partner to undertake the whole program or simply need a "Safe pair of 
hands" to support and assist through some elements of the process, Bell has a range of pre-defined service 
offerings that will reduce risk and accelerate time to value in every case. We also can provide a customised 
engagement that exactly matches your gaps and needs.

ExperiencExperience also brings with it the "know how' that will ensure success and eliminate costly "over runs" and 
complexities. This experience will also guide you through the challenges of issues such as security and data 
management throughout the whole programme.

Expertise can be the difference between a smoothly executed transformation and one fraught with unforeseen 
difficulties and complexities. With the right programme definition, over-runs and abortive programmes will avoid 
unforeseen costs which are described by leading industry analysts at between 30% and 50%.

See how Bell Integration can help your transformation projects succeed. 

Please contact us on enquiries@bell-integration.com or Please contact us on enquiries@bell-integration.com or 

visit www.bell-integration.com
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